Cornice
Inspiration
Palettes

Modern
Farmhouse
Soaring spaces, tactile
textures and eclectic
finishes elevate the
traditional farmhouse to
a spectacular home.
Modern farmhouse combines the sleek clean lines
of contemporary design with the cozy farmhouse
aesthetic to create a uniquely fresh take on the
country living inspired style. Modern farmhouse style is
known for its warmth and simplicity, characterized by
natural textures and materials like wood or galvanized
steel. Presto cornice compliments this style perfectly
with the modern simplicity of square set whilst
maintaining an intriguing design aesthetic.

PRESTO CORNICE

Australian
Coastal Luxe
Inspired by the
Australian coast,
natural materials of
stone, timber and linen
combine effortlessly to
bring a luxurious feel.
While there are slight variations between different
coastal styles, the general laid back, breezy and
charming aesthetic works perfectly for the Australian
lifestyle and climate. Long flowing sheer curtains
waving over faded timber flooring fosters the sense
of relaxation Australians associate with coastal living,
invoking memories of lazy summer holidays spent
reading books and watching the sunset. Timber
lattice doors painted white pair perfectly with the
simple angled profile of Gyprock Aria cornice, which
beautifully echoes the weatherboard cladding typical
of Australian Coastal Luxe.

ARIA CORNICE

Bright and
Playful
Pops of colour and
unexpected textures
combine perfectly
with timber elements
to create a youthful
ambience.
This style of design is perfect for bringing children’s
rooms and play areas to life! The trend of creating
bedrooms as eclectic and individual as the child who
occupies them is growing in popularity and what
better what to realise this than with colour, pattern
and texture. You will never have a better excuse to
paint your cornice than with this style palette and Alto
is the perfect choice. Strong shadow lines are achieved
with a simplistic design making painting a breeze.

ALTO CORNICE

Contemporary
Hamptons
Inspired by the layered
coastal palette &
combined contemporary
finishes to create a
contemporary Hamptons
experience.
There’s no greater home design trend that has quite
captured the hearts and minds of Australians like
the Hamptons trend, and for good reason! Named
after the luxurious summer destination of choice for
New York’s glamourous set, Hamptons-style embodies
coastal styling and relaxed living. The parallel lines
of the floorboards and wall panelling harmonise
wonderfully with Gyprock Trio cornice. Comprised of
three solid steps, Trio delivers a striking presence in
concert with the brick and board facades typical of
Hamptons architecture.

TRIO CORNICE

Te x t u r a l
Opulence
Combining neutral
tones and natural
textured materials for
the ultimate luxury
experience.
Play with depth and texture as you explore the
interplay between the curves and straight lines
inherent in the materials used to create. Brass, stone
and timber all contribute something different to infuse
a sense of opulence, enhanced beautifully by Gyprock
Symphony cornice. A sweeping, reversible profile gives
the ability to create different impressions in different
rooms. Textural Opulence is all about combining
elements which seem unlikely to work together, but
end up infusing a sense of splendour into a home.

SYMPHONY CORNICE

Sophisticated
Luxe
A moody blend of tonal
elements inspired by the
enveloping palette of
the night.
Make an impact with this design palette of dark
wool carpets and graphite tinged tiles designed to
announce a room as luxurious and bespoke. This
design range demands a painted cornice which makes
Concerto the perfect choice. Subtle curves offset by
a rigid through line reaffirms a formality in spaces
featuring concrete benches or square tiles. From the
country or atop a city apartment building, your home
will feel incomparably luxurious with the sophistication
of this palette.

CONCERTO CORNICE

Earthy
Mediterranean
Inspired by the earthy
elements of the
Mediterranean, the
tactile blend of old and
new seamlessly bring
outdoor elements inside.
Romance and ornate simplicity are the hallmarks
which typify Mediterranean design, blurring the line
between interior and exterior spaces. Get inspired by
the feeling of residing adjacent to the sea from the
South Coast of France to the coast side villas of Italy,
immersing yourself amongst raw building materials
hewn into grids and rectangles to emphasise stability
and style. Duo cornice frames these rooms superbly
but unobtrusively, allowing the soft warmness of the
Mediterranean earth tones to take priority.

DUO CORNICE

Scandi
Greys
Layers of tonal textured
greys create a refined
and restrained soothing
elegance.
Scandinavian interior design is all about sleek
minimalism, emphasizing clean lines and simple
furnishings whose form follows function. The clean
surface and subtle lines of Tempo cornice aid the
sense of purposeful beauty integral to Scandi
design. The coolness of the greys is reflective of the
icy Scandinavian landscape as is the emphasis of
maximising natural light with an abundance of windows
and mirrors. But this is not to suggest that these spaces
are uninviting, which is why timber features prominently
along with thick wool carpet and throws.

TEMPO CORNICE
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